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INSTALLED the DIYroadster door bars Saturday after being told by DIYroadster that these were made 
for NAs and have not been installed in an NB before. Who doesn’t like a challenge?  
Do they make a difference? Heck yes. I’ve got a car that’s already pretty stiff- seam welding, 

Frog Arms, roll bar, factory 03 underbody bracing… NOTHING made as big a change as the 

door bars. The whole car now rides like a solid chunk of billet. It sounds as dramatic as it actually 
is. I decided on the DIYroadster bars as I thought they were the best looking bars on the market 
(mirroring the material used by Hard Dog for my roll bar) and they were also the least expensive.  
 

The instructions are adequate and the INSTALL is pretty easy. To prep pull out 
your seats (not required but 4-14mm bolts and 1 min of your time per- why not 
have the extra room), jack the back of the car up and put it on stands, remove 
both rear wheels and the plastic shield/ pieces in your rear wells. Then the 
B-Pillar covers, door sills and foot rest comes out. From there drill the initial hole 
in the b pillar area as per the instructions, mark other holes and drill. Then bolt 
up the bar using the included hardware and backing plates.  
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The challenge for NB owners comes next… the doors won’t close!  

 

Mazda decided to make larger (wider) door panels in the NB for some reason (?) 
but the good news for us is that it’s all air and foam. Once the bars are 
INSTALLED mark your door panels: 
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Then, using a Dremel cut out the area that’s in the way. I also used the Dremel 
to shape the foam under the door panel skin. I’ll find something wizzy to do with 
the panel, but for now will likely use Gaffer’s tape to conceal the door guts.  
 

 
 
 

Remember you can always cut more away… can’t put it back. I started with the 
driver’s side as it was already damaged from a closing/ seat belt issue.  
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With the door closed: 

 
 

Passenger Side: 
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The door bars do not interfere with the factory seats nor are they noticed when 
driving- they don’t hit your ankle/ etc. I was also able to INSTALL my Momo Start 
with the bar in.  
MOMO START 

 

FACTORY SEAT 
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I’d give them a 10 for function, an 8 for INSTALL, and a 9 for aesthetics.  
Definitely a worthwhile investment/ project. 
 

 

 


